DOT

Fire design for luxury living.
DOT

T

he Nero Dot forms part of the Beauty Fires®
bio ethanol collection. A domed front and
back gives the illusion of floating fire. Hand
Forged locally in Cape Town each Dot comes
with its own history. Designed to be installed as
a vent free biofuel fireplace the Dot can be
installed into almost any room. Guaranteed
to enhance any environment it’s placed and
available in two sizes making use of the Beauty
Fires® Signature collection biofuel burners.

The Nero collection is designed and
manufactured by Beauty Fires® in South Africa.
TECHNICAL INFO
Dot body – 1000 Ø or 1200 Ø * 459mm
Dot 1000 Ø 6kw 180 m3 / AVG 0.75 L p/h
Dot 1200 Ø 10.5kw 315 m3 / AVG 1.0L p/h
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AVAILABLE IN:

The Nero Dot is ideal for large lounges and
foyers. Its shape cocoons around the fire
contained inside to create a sense of warmth
and luxury. This model operates on Bio-Fuel, is
installed easily DIY by the user and comes with
the adjustable Beauty Fires® biofuel vent free
burner. Available in Black only.
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DOT FLATBACK

Fire design for luxury living.
DOT FLATBACK

T

he Nero Flatback forms part of the Beauty
Fires® bio ethanol collection. Similar to the
Dot but with a flatback to allow the fireplace
to be closer to the wall. Hand Forged locally
in Cape Town each Dot comes with its own
history. Designed to be installed as a vent free
biofuel fireplace the Dot can be installed into
almost any room.Guaranteed to enhance any
environment it’s placed and available in two
sizes making use of the Beauty Fires® Slimline
collection biofuel burners.

Beauty Fires® biofuel vent free burner.
Available in Black only. The Nero collection is
designed and manufactured by Beauty Fires®
in South Africa.
TECHNICAL INFO
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Dot Flatback body – 1000 Ø or 1200 Ø * 336mm
Dot Flatback 1000 Ø 5.5kw 165 m3 / AVG 0.57 L/ph
Dot Flatback 1200 Ø 5.5kw 165 m3 / AVG 0.57 L/ph

AVAILABLE IN:

The Nero Dot Flatback is ideal for lounges,
bedrooms and foyers. Its shape cocoons around
the fire contained inside to create a sense of
warmth and luxury.
This model operates on Bio-Fuel, is installed easily
DIY by the user and comes with the adjustable
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